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The Last Dance and Other Stories
Which is a "This slim volume There is a well-thought out range of tales and I enjoyed the authors not with photos and inspirations behind the
pieces. The flame in her heart is extinguished. The tone was quite melancholy on occasions, but I flew through this quick read. Sent away to
convent school at the age of six, Irini McGuire has never really known her celebrated archaeologist mother, Bridget, who … More. When Katia
Kakanidis saw the pair of them for the first time, that was how they were. As I said this is a quirky little book. Unexpected Lessons in Love by
Lucy Dillon. View 1 comment. It is composed of ten short stories which all are about every day Greek life. A Half Forgotten Song is by turns
haunting, heartbreaking and joyous. The ten stories cover love - romantic and parental - hatedemonstrations, death and murder but are always
rooted in the life and people of Greece. Beautiful and seemingly perfect, she remains, much to her mother's dismay, single. Intricate, beautifully
observed and with a painter's eye for imagery. Soon Connie is clicking on the 'virtual tour' icon, keen to see th… More. Especially the fact that I
have so many Greek colleagues now who have taught me quite a few Greek words, made me enjoy this collection of short stories more than I
would have otherwise. Shelve Unexpected Lessons in Love. However, the stories themselves are joyful. Shelve Bakhita. However, it is perhaps
The Last Dance and Other Stories affairs of the heart that Hislop is at her very best. Shelve The Secret Hours. The Evening Standard rather
overegged the pudding calling these "Lyrical, twisty short stories" as I found them neither wildly lyrical nor twisty in any way. Error rating book. Jul
29, Soozee rated it liked it. The writing in this book is often very beautiful and very evocative of Greek settings. She'll uncover the shocking secrets
of her past in paradise. This is a lovely little book. Victoria Hislop is one of my favorite writers, her previous books The Island and The Thread
moved me a lot. Enlarge cover. Oct 05, Katy rated it did not like it. As always with her novels I've been transported back to Greece and Athens.
In this book, Mrs Hislop makes short accounts of typical Greek institutions. I think that Hislop has done a good job here though. Mar 04,
Michaela rated it really liked it. These short stories give an excellent idea of what life is like in Greece. Mar 12, Iris Rassios rated it it was amazing.
View all 4 comments. The Last Dance and Other Stories couple of short stories. The banality of her stories can be This was ludicrously bad. Will
the young man get his comeuppance for his greed and vanity? I was disappointed with the Last Dance and Other Stories. You have to set the
scene, describe the characters, and tell a tale -- all within a limited word count. Many are steeped in tradition and have a moral core that evokes
Aesop. This was my first experience reading anything by Victoria Hislop and I enjoyed The Last Dance and Other Stories collection of short
stories. Shelve The Potter's House. And may my sins be forgiven. View all 6 comments. Occasionally he would also say 'Panagia mou', which
could be an The Last Dance and Other Stories of piety but also a gentle expletive, depending on how it was said. They did nothing for a while.
Hand in hand. The Last Dance and Other Stories back. Ten years later they meet again, having just married other people, and realise they've made
a mistake but it's too late. Which is a shame, as the author clearly loves her subject and manages to communicate some of that to the increasingly
weary reader. A book with more than one short stories. This is a great collection of short stories to read on a nice summer's day. I also really
appreciate her way of handling difficult topics like the Civil The Last Dance and Other Stories and the many protests during the recent austerity
era. Books by Victoria Hislop. Jun 17, Arzu rated it liked it. Apr 18, Kirstie rated it really liked it. In one of the stand-out scenes of the collection,
we see Angeliki intoxicated by a stranger who comes into the family sweet and pastry shop. To create our Quite short, only about pages.
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